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Also from the Author of: Product Launch Judgment Day

”Tales of Power”
A Story Every Entrepreneur Should Hear

What a U.S. War Hero and 
a New Orleans Mafioso 
Taught Me About Success, 
Wealth and Creating A Life 

Worthy of Being Lived

Follow one man’s journey as he’s 
forced to choose

between honor and poverty or 
corruption and wealth.

Which would you choose?
Are you sure...?

Go to:

www.TheTalesOfPower.com

right now to get the Tales of Power docudrama and experience first-
hand the sins, pain, triumphs and incredible insights of one

entrepreneur in his journey for success.

It’s more than just a story...

www.TheTalesOfPower.com
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Foreword
by

Chris Lang
“The Nostradamus of Google”

Hi, my name is Chris Lang. I’m also known in the marketing world as “The 
Nostradamus of Google” - a label graciously bestowed upon me by Social Media
Mogul Jack Humphrey.

They say I can see the future; Maybe I can...

● June 15th, 2008 I predicted all of Google would become a social network. 
I was right.

● July 2008 I published a 10 page article detailing how Google Reader was a social
bookmarking site and your friends list was based on your Google address book.
I was right.

● September 16th I published a video when we saw Google Friend Connect being 
tested live on Blogger sites and predicted that the Blogger Followers gadget would 
become Google Friend Connect on Blogger. I was right.

● December 15th 2008, due to a code error in my local Phoenix Google datacenter 
all of Google’s then super secret social networking applications were active in my 
browser. I was right.

● We have quietly predicted behind the scenes that Google’s social networking apps 
would become geo-targeted in Google Maps and now today, April 22nd we are seeing 
Google Buzz posts publicly geo-targeted in Google Maps and Google Local Search! 
I was right.

My Predictions for 2011

I am going to sign my name to 2 more predictions right now, just for you. I will use 
all my years of living and earning by the sword of Internet and Social Media 
marketing to help you see into the future as well...so you can be prepared.
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Prediction 1:
The Death of the Current ‘Freak Show’ Product Launch

I predict this trend we’re all seeing of an elite cabal of Internet Marketing Gurus that 
abuse their strangle-hold on the market by using high-pressure, freak show-
l ike product  launches to suck mi l l ions of  do l lars  out  o f  a  burned-out , 
frustrated and increasingly hostile market...will either change their ridiculous, 
abusive shenanigans – or their businesses will shrivel up and die.

Prediction 2:
The Birth of a Coming Business Revolution

Years ago, I became aware of a young man who seemed to be everywhere at once, 
but said nothing...He seemed to always to be where the action was (Digg, Mixx, 
Propeller, Facebook, etc.); always remaining silent and under the radar.

Because he was so quiet publicly, I honestly forgot about him.

That all changed 6 weeks ago when this same young man emerged from the
shadows and seemed to easily do the impossible – rocketing my website to the 
1st page of Google – something I had struggled in doing for 2 long years.

It took him 2 weeks.

Shortly after, while bouncing emails back and forth - you know, shooting the breeze 
about business, life and future goals - I mentioned that I was also wanting to revamp 
my business.

The next day, in my email was a document from him that detailed a master strategy 
to redefine my brand; one that would lift it up to an entirely new level of respect 
and influence. This document then went on to layout a comprehensive, all-around ‘take 
over’ marketing plan that covered every step, every strategic move to conquer the 
Social Media territory with ‘shock and awe’.

I was looking at a multi-million dollar step-by-step blueprint to build a social 
media empire.

“I’ll do all of this for you, Chris...every bit of work, all the content, SEO, Social Media...
no charge.”

I was speechless. People don’t just make an offer like this in our line of work.

I already tasted and enjoyed first hand, his eerie ability to beat big names like 
EWeek, CNet, The Guardian and The LA Times in taking over Google. I had 
also seen his ability to build million dollar websites for ‘fun’.

I later found out he had A-List celebrity endorsements as well.

“Why are you offering to do all of this for me?” I asked him.
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The Coming Business Revolution

“Because there’s a Revolution coming, Chris. 2011 will usher in the beginning of 
a new philosophy and methodology for growing businesses that grow themselves, 
without the need for hype and deceit. The Gurus that have fed off of people’s hopes, 
fears, dreams and bank accounts for years...are about to fall. Hard. Their reign is 
coming to an end. The world is crying out for a change, it’s time for ‘High Vibrational’ 
businesses to cut out the narcissistic, profit-greedy cancers that are eating away the 
souls of people who only dream of a better life.

And you and I, Chris, we’re one of the New Breed. We care about people. We see the 
abuse carried out every day by a small handful of careless Gurus. We both strongly 
believe in serving our markets first and foremost - the money we make is simply a 
result of the way that we strive to always put our clients’ needs above our own. And 
because of your sincerity and passion, I will lend all my resources to making sure you 
and I are on the front line, leading the way in the upcoming Revolution.”

And with that, Damien O’Riley and I became friends. Our partnership is founded 
on many common beliefs. But the one that I want to discuss with you in more detail 
is the abuse of the Modern Day Internet Marketing Product Launch.

The PDF you now hold in your hands – Product Launch: Judgment Day –
is going to be a catalyst for change. There will be friendships made over this PDF;
partnerships that will lead to empowering people and changing lives the world over...
and there will also be many life-long enemies made over it, as well, because the 
abusers and the manipulators will pull every string and use every tool in their arsenal 
to try to shoot this PDF, and what it represents, down in flames.

Here’s Why...

The Internet Marketing Product Launch is a huge business, and The Few that profit 
from these ‘freak shows’ will fight to the death to protect their ‘money-on-demand’ 
cash machines at any cost.

But what I am really sick and tired of is one fake ‘expert’ after another (with not 
one endorsement from a real expert) being touted by their JV partners as an expert 
JUST TO SELL A PRODUCT!

Like the last ‘Instant Guru’ that had Digg and StumbleUpon links on his video series 
but did not get even ONE DIGG or even ONE STUMBLE.

How can you get ZERO ‘DIGGS’?

It’s impossible...even when the absolute newbie signs up on Digg, they submit their 
own stuff immediately and therefore get at least one Digg.

But this guy, with his expensively-produced videos, makes almost 3 million dollars on 
some social media formula crap - but can’t even get one Digg or Stumble? Besides...
who in the heck puts Digg and StumbleUpon links on sales letters, squeeze pages and 
auto-responder videos with COMMERCIAL PRODUCT* stamped all over it? (*name 
withheld to protect the not-so-innocent...)
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I’ll tell you who... A fake guru with ‘instant authority’ and a self-proclaimed expert 
that’s still faking it and making it on your hard-earned dollars.

What to know how to identify a real Social Media Guru? Look at his Twitter profile, 
if it looks like this:

* 40,373 Following
* 39,216 Followers

...you’d better run for the hills.

See how the ‘Following’ numbers are just ahead of the ‘Followers’? That’s because 
the ‘expert’ is really no more than an expert at using a Twitter robot that friends 
people on Twitter, depending on keywords and the number of retweets they post.

Then if the Twitter user (notice I said user, not person, because that’s all we are to 
this guy, users) does not friend them back in 3 days, the robot unfriends them. Watch 
any profile that looks like this over the course of a week, you will see the ‘Following’ 
number never falls below the ‘Followers’ number, and then will suddenly inflate by 
500, then fall back, then increase by 500 again, then fall back...

These kinds of spammers (notice I didn’t say people) don’t see you as a real person 
- just a consumer to be spammed to make more money from, so they can produce 
more expensive videos and continue ripping off what the real social media expert 
authorities have been saying for years.

Before you buy any Social Media product ask the seller this:

Have you ever been front page on Digg, StumbleUpon or any social bookmarking 
site?

How many people do you follow on Twitter?

Do your videos on YouTube get 10,000 to 20,000 views without you emailing your 
list to do so? Or do you spam video sites with Traffic Guyser because you have no 
idea that a ‘white hat’ YouTube account is worth ONE THOUSAND TIMES MORE and 
free?

If I tag you in a post on Facebook will you respond?

How old are your social media profiles...a year? Two years? Three years?

Did you build a fresh following on Facebook of people that are new to your
marketing and products, or did you just email your list and instantly have a 5,000 
member following like John Reese?

Just who has called you an expert on Social Media recently?

If the person in question cannot answer at least 3 of these questions to your
satisfaction, or more likely does not respond at all, then run for the hills!
You’ll quickly find out you can get most of what they teach for free by following the
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the Real Social Media experts. Experts that are not just ‘users’ and then suddenly 
knighted an ‘instant expert’ by one of their Guru buddies (profiting from them on 
their next Product Launch). Those kinds of ‘experts’ will only teach you how to look 
like a social spammer - just like they are.

Ok, rant over! I know I feel better about this and I hope it helps you follow the right 
people that can show you the way...the right way!

My main reason for writing this foreword is to strongly encourage you 
to take to heart every word found in the below (incredible) Call-To-Arms: 
Product Launch: Judgment Day.

There’s change coming...and the writer of this report, Damien O’Riley, will 
clearly be one of the Generals standing with me on the front lines, leading 
the way.

Chris Lang
http://www.tuberankings.com/
Sometimes called The Nostradamus of Google, but just a regular everyday peep, 

just like you...

These testimonials are property of Chris Lang and are used with his permission and only refer to Chris 
Lang (not the author of this pdf nor the subject matter herein)

“At the International Social Media Association, *Chris  Lang 
totally blew everyone away with his infectious enthusiasm 
and insider-knowledge*. Chris Lang not only understands 
all the technicalities of how to use the Google tools, but how 
to use them to build solid relationships with key influencers 
and how to build an insanely huge list. 
Now that’s take-it-to-the-bank smarts!! My students and I 
are thrilled to learn from him.” - 

Mari Smith, Social Media Speaker, Trainer & Consultant 
and President of the International Social Media Association

“*I’m listening to this guy*. You should too! Chris Lang 
is a straight up geek. The gurus are months behind ripping 
him off and selling his ideas as their own. The geeks are the 
ones to follow. When a guy like Chris Lang is the only one 
talking about something, you know the ideas and tactics are 
cutting edge.” -

Jack Humphrey, Blog Marketing Expert
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Judgment Day
Product Launch
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Product Launches:
The Jekyll & Hyde of Internet Marketing

The Rape of Virtue
A DARK & SMOKY ROOM

We are fans of Product Launches. 

  When done right, Product Launches can be lucrative business strategies that        
create huge bursts of income and thrilling excitement for everyone involved. They are 
one of the best methods to bring the latest innovations in marketing and business-
growth strategies to vast amounts of people, in an incredibly short amount of time.

 Product Launch principles aren't new - they've been around since the first caveman 
discovered a circle-shaped wheel would roll easier than a square one and threw a 
wild celebration to announce his new invention.

Product Launches in the Internet marketer's arena brought something new & 
exciting to the table (thanks to Jeff Walker and other pioneers), making it possible 
for the common business owner to finally have a chance to taste a small portion of 
the success the gurus enjoy.

A few short years after Walker brought his own flavor of 
Product Launches to Internet marketers, the incestuous nature 
of how they are carried out has filled the IM market with anger, 
resentment, and scoff, as well as empty wallets and crushed 
hopes.

Here's a quote from a good friend and fellow Product Launch 
Fatigue Victim - Andrew Hansen (creator of Firepow) - that 
paints this picture perfectly...

But as with any tool, once someone makes a buck, 
the vultures descend to abuse and rape it of its virtue 
and value. Knock-off artists, spammers, con-men 
and shysters of all colors and creeds will lunge from 
the shadows and wrap their grimy fingers around the 
throat of "anything" that makes money and squeeze it 
until it's cold and dead.
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“The lights are dim, but the energy is bustling.

Around tables they sit, sharing drinks, conversations, Iphone apps… but most
importantly – business.

It’s a bit like a scene from the Godfather…

You’re only cool by       
association. Unless 

you get introduced by   
someone who’s
     already “in”...

you may as well not 
be there.

As you approach them, you realize that what they are engaged in is very much a 
closed club. You’re only cool by association. Unless you get introduced by someone 
who’s already “in”, you may as well not be there.

They’re congregating as we speak, all around the US, the UK, Canada, Australia, 
much of Asia, even the Mid East on occasion. And while overall, they are unassuming, 
it’s these small groups of businessmen who control EVERYTHING you buy related to 
online business…

Yes, what I’m describing is the hotel bar outside your average internet marketing 
conference, and the groups of marketers you find there. And if you are trying to 
learn online marketing, these are people, and circumstances that you NEED to know 
about.

Why?

Every product launch you see, these guys are behind it. Every time you whip out 
your credit card at the keyboard for a “how to” course, these guys are behind it.

It’s here that they sit around deciding who’s going to mail their list about what, 
(before it’s even launched) which upsell is going to lead where, compare sales letter 
conversion rates, and scheme out how they can get YOU to spend the most possible 
money for the LEAST possible value.

Sound scary? It kinda is…

For me, it’s everything I hate about this business. Hearing things like: “People are 
going to unsubscribe anyway, so why not just send people a sales pitch in every 
email?”

“I don’t even use XXXX – haha, but I did a product on how to make money with it 
last year”.

“You’ve got a launch coming up? Cool, I’ll tell my list about it.” (Haven’t seen or tried 
the product for a second and don’t even care) Or alternatively…“It converts at 10%? 
Great, I’ll mail it!”
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Today's Product Launches:
Something Wicked This Way Comes

Those are all things I 
heard this past week.

 Eeeeuuurrggghhhhh!!

 It makes me sick to my 
stomach.

Those are all things I heard this past week. 
Eeeeuuurrggghhhhh!! It makes me sick to 
my stomach.

But that’s how this game works. If you are 
trying to learn online marketing, that’s what 
you have to contend with...

For Andrew, this Product Launch thing 
feels like a scene out of The Godfather 
– a sinister backroom secret meeting 
where only the elite dictate what the 
‘rest of us’ will get access to in the 
coming months.

For us, it feels like a carnival - but not the fun kind you remember as a kid.

This carnival has dark sinister overtones. This is where the carnies have
ulterior motives, the games are fixed so you can’t win, and the attractions are never 
what they seem. It reminds us of Bradbury’s classic, “Something Wicked This Way 
Comes”...

The BS is so thick, and you just have to be SO careful with who you trust, and what 
you buy. Your radar must ALWAYS be on and you have to be extremely connected and     
focused with what you want to learn, what your desired outcomes are, and maybe 
most importantly, what your budget is to achieve it. If not, guaranteed you’ll spend 
far more money on the internet than you make.“

For others, it can feel like a lame zombie 
film – one day everyone’s normal and all 
is fine and dandy....the next day hordes 
of starving zombies are beating down 
your online door to feed on you (or turn 
you into one of them and bring you into 
the fold)! Where’s kick-ass Alice when 
you need her?
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You can’t really tell me this doesn’t remind you of some of the Product Launch 
emails you’ve gotten...ones like:

“How a blind paraplegic dwarf made $5000 in 5 minutes...and you can 
too!”

or “$4267 In Free Bonuses if you buy this product from me!”

or “This punk makes $50,000 an hour?!”

“...The paper fluttered like a snare drum in their hands. ‘Coming,
October 24th!’ Their lips moved, shadowing the words set in rococo 

type. ‘Coogar & Dark’s Carnival...a thousand and one wonders! See!
Mephistophele, The Lava Drinker!

Mr. Electrico! The Monster Montgolfier!
Mademoiselle Tarot! The Dangling Man. The Demon Guillotine! The
Illustrated Man! Egyptian Mirror Maze! See yourself ten thousand 

times! Saint Anthony’s Temple of Temptation!
The Most Beautiful Woman in the World!’...” (pg 29)

So much so, that here’s a fun little comparison we came up with:

And while some of the promises they make may be true, a lot of them don’t live 
up to the hype and can leave you feeling like the guy who was duped into buying a 
ticket to see a real live mermaid at the sideshow - instead all he got was a glimpse of 
a shriveled half-monkey, half-fish thing in a jar of formaldehyde from 10 feet away. 
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‘...Muffled away in the prairie lands, the 
chuffing of an engine, the slow-following     

dragon-glide of a train...A calliope began to 
play oh so softly, grieving to itself, a

million miles away...There, on the precipice 
of earth, a small steam feather uprose like 
the first of a storm cloud yet to come. The 
train itself appeared, link by link, engine, 

coal-car, and numerous and numbered
all-asleep-and-slumbering- dreamfilled 

cars that followed the firefly-sparked churn, 
chant, drowsy autumn hearthfire roar...The 

engine! The flags! The cages!
It’s the carnival!’ (pg 40/41)

Little by little, piece by piece, hints and tidbits are dropped like breadcrumbs to 
draw you in and build anticipation...then the train of pre-launch content comes
roaring around the bend packed full of promo videos, opt-in pages, free pdfs, blog 
and forum posts, and cookie-cutter email notices announcing the arrival of the
carnival that is the Product Launch!

‘...Brass trumpets wailed. Trombones 
blared. A herd of tubas made an elephant 

charge, alarmed for unknown reasons. 
The carnival! ...At the far end of the alley, 
the carnival band, animal wagons,clowns, 

freaks and all, banged and crashed...
Above, in the street, Mr Dark, the

Illustrated Man, glanced back over his 
river of freaks, cages, at the sunburst tubas 

and python brass horns. He nodded.
The parade fell apart.

The freaks hurried half to one sidewalk, 
half to the other, mingling with the crowd, 

passing out handbills, eyes fire-crystal, 
quick, striking little snakes...” (pg. 149)

This part reminds us of the parade of Affiliates mindlessly advertising for the 
Product Launch of the moment to anyone who will listen.

 
A little creepy, isn’t it?

Product Launches aren’t fun anymore. We don’t  want to play 
these games and we think something needs to change. 

And fast.
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The Product Launch Freak Show:
Broken Down Step-By-Step

Here’s “the scoop” on how
Internet Marketing Product Launches are performed:

The samples roll out and are distributed throughout each Guru’s and affiliate’s list. 
This barking will increase over the coming week. And like the Freak Show Midway, 
you’ll find affiliate marketing, niches, SEO, Google backdoors, social media – it’s all 
there along the midway for you to buy. 
  

The samples are meant to build insane hunger, sleep-wrecking anticipation and 
nearly uncontrollable frenzy. Each Guru and Affiliate sends virtually the same cut-
and-paste information to their lists with one simple goal...to convince you that your 
business will fail miserably unless you buy this new $1997 product, which of course 
blows away last week’s buy-this-or-your-biz-will-fail $1997 product.

But, if you miss this launch from your favorite Guru, fear not! There’s a real good 
chance (smirk) you’ll see it again, once the circle of freaks have each had their 
chance to hock their wares. Here’s “the scoop” on how Internet Marketing Product 
Launches are performed:

Imagine a colorful carnival midway...every few feet is 
a different show, game or sparkly attraction. Barkers in 
red striped jackets and bow ties line both sides of the 
midway shouting for your attention and offering bribes, 
gifts, free samples and wonderful promises...each one 
trying to outdraw the others, all for the purpose of
sucking in bored, starry-eyed consumers with spare 
change jingling away in their pockets. 
  

Today, the IM niche has become much like a carnival 
or 3 ring circus. Roughly 8 to 10 Big Gurus and 30 or so 
Super Affiliates choose what will and won’t be offered.

Guru 1 starts the pre-launch content train• 
Gurus 2 – 10 and their Affiliates start barking at their • 
lists 
A few days before the launch the barking reaches • 
fever pitch
Launch Day – your inbox is a madhouse of screaming • 
Gurus and their Affiliates 
Day after Launch – server crashes, wrong link, cart • 
problems...whatever is needed to justify blasting you 
with last minute offers and stacking pressure 
3-5 days after Guru 1’s launch is through, Guru 2 • 
starts pre-launch content
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Affiliates love this price model because they can score an easy $1000 per sale.
Because it’s so lucrative to affiliates, everybody and their brother jumps on board - 
over the course of one day you can get as many as 15 emails for the same product, 
from the same elite group of affiliates, for every single launch. And the Gurus tend to 
think this is a good thing because they say it provides social proof and that 
we’ll automatically think “well if everyone is promoting it then it has to be good!” 

 
As members of these lists we expect to be sold to on occasion – and a couple of          

really useful, on-topic and synergistic Product Launches per quarter would be
completely understandable, even welcomed by most.

But it seems that responsible and balanced use of such a powerful tool is beyond the 
nature of most people in power.

They Bleed You Of Cash:
A 930% Price Increase

The cycle of bombardment and sales pitches never end. These guys hoard the really 
useful information, throwing out incomplete pieces of pre-launch content because 
they need you to feel thankful and buy their next Miracle. There are no aspirational 
emails that inspire or empower you, their loyal readers who have been on board with 
them for years. And there are no sincere feedback requests, unless it’s testimonial 
requests.

As we’ve already mentioned - Product Launches are not for you, the customer, 
anymore!

It’s like a Guru rolls his carnival into town, 
scoops up a few million bucks for himself and 
his Affiliates in exchange for (in most cases) 
some basic or rehashed repackaged material, 
and skips town to clear the tracks for the next 
show. Rarely a personal follow-up, never a 
phone call to see how things are going with your 
new huge investment, and a pathetic support 
system in place to help with the application, 
implementation, and execution of their system. 
The carnival has pulled away and the townsfolk 
are left to clean up in its wake.

At first, Product Launches were priced at $297, then someone decided to push the      
envelope to $597. Then it turned into, “Hey, big bucks are being made...let’s see how 
much we can charge and still get away with it!” 

So $997 (often in split payments) became the norm.
 
And now, in 2010, the price of nearly every single big 

Guru Product Launch is $1997. 
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This Product Launch Madness is not about 
serving the market ’s highest possible 
outcome, it’s about huge payouts for an elite 
few. 

Now, the people are crying out ENOUGH! 
This has to STOP!

There are a few key issues that need to be 
addressed A.S.A.P.:

This Product Launch 
Madness is not about 
serving the market’s 

highest possible 
outcome...

it’s about huge  
payouts for an elite few. 

Their Gimmick: Same Price Point
These launches are all priced the same - $1997. What this tells you is the prices are 

set first, and the content is dug up and compiled to (hopefully) justify it. It’s set this 
high so the Guru and his Affiliates don’t have to make a lot of sales to hit paydirt.

The Higher Path We Live By
 

If someone is putting together a product or training for their market, they design 
it around the market’s needs and desires. They don’t sell their market what HE (the 
Guru) wants, they sell their market what THE MARKET wants and needs. This will 
inevitably lead to courses and training of various levels of complexity, duration, price 
points and content.  Materials created around and for a market will not always be 
$2000.   

         
Unfortunately, carnival affiliates are like spoiled children now...they’ll usually only 

bark for the $1000 per sale commissions, whether their list needs it or not. They 
don’t bark for what’s best for their lists, regardless of price or who’s offering it. It 
feels like they just don’t care anymore about the people that put them where they 
are today. They don’t seem to realize these are the same people that can greatly 
influence where their bank account balance is tomorrow.

Their Gimmick: Massive Content Overlap 

We’ve bought nearly every single big Product Launch 
that’s been released in the last few years, and one 
thing we’ve found out about most of them is, sadly, 
they just rehash and repackage the same material 
they’ve previously offered or they create a blend of 
already free information easily found elsewhere online 
and their own previously free content. 

When they realize that isn’t near enough to justify 
the $2k price tag, they simply ‘borrow’ content from 
their Guru friends (who of course will be offering the 
product to their own list when it’s released).
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This is their Big Secret of how they’re able to come up with a new $2k product every 
few months...Rehash - Rinse and Repeat.

Problem is, this rehash often makes up 30 – 40% of their product and the borrowed  
content is usually already available in their friend’s current or soon-to-be-released    
products. 

So if a person is on 4 big lists, and buys all 4 new Product Launch releases, the
likelihood of getting a massive amount of overlapping content in each one is
extremely high. This just isn’t fair to those buyers who have invested their hard-earned 
money and un-dying trust in these Gurus and their promise of unique content.

“If a market realizes “hang on, these guys are just selling us the same info every 
few months, using a bunch of high profile players to endorse it, then slowly leaving 
us high and dry after we’ve joined” – there’s only so many times you can convince 

them to keep handing over their money. And the mass revelation of this phenomena 
is already well under way.” - Andrew Hansen (Firepow Creator & Fellow

Entrepreneur and Launch Fatigue Victim - www.AndrewHansen.name)

So what now? Simple. 

Talk to your customers!
No, not a 5 question survey. Create a  private forum and YOU (the guru) get your ass 

in their and interact with them.

Find out what THEY need and want.

Find out what haunts them.

Then...Create your product. Fill it till it’s 
overflowing with awesome, innovative, 
highly actionable and very refreshing material. 
THEN find the price point that fits...one that 
people will say “WOW! Seriously? ALL that for 
THAT? There’s a catch, right? 

This is a joke...gotta be...” When you hear 
that, you’re on the right path. 

 
But there’s a fear that giving too much for 

less than it’s worth will break you. In almost 
every case it actually does the exact opposite. 

People are so floored at the balls you have to break out of the ‘Me-Me-Me’ attitude 
and actually reach out to them to understand and appreciate their needs, desires, 
and cash flow that they will literally jump at what you have to offer and tell everyone, 
including their meter man, about you and what you do. You sell it without having to 
pull out sneaky psychological and mental triggers and without playing on emotions. 
It practically sells itself.

Our good buddy Andrew agrees...

“There are a group of marketers, very small at this stage, not very well known 
just yet…They are creating products that people like.

But there’s a fear that 
giving too much for less

than it’s worth will
break you. 

In almost every case it 
actually does the 

exact opposite.
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When I say “like”, I mean, they are creating products that are growing hordes of 
RAVING LUNATIC fans. People who say things like “I’d leave my wife before I leave 
XYZ Membership”… Ok that’s an exaggeration, but you know what I mean. They don’t 
launch a product every 6 weeks… In fact they don’t even launch a new product each 
year.

They are investing all their profits and resources into the creation of products that 
are slowly becoming FAR ahead of the game…Instead of giving all their value in the 
first week of a products release, they’re giving more value every week… their making 
their customer MORE happy with each week, rather than less happy…

We don’t see them amongst the launch hype because they’re too busy working,         
improving, making their products better. And you know what? Sooner or later, these 
businesses and these products are going to rise.

They’re going to rise through and past all the “launchers” who are slowly sinking 
by  pissing off their customers…They’re going to rise on the back of all the fans who 
they’ve invested all of their money to please over such a long period of time…

They’re going to rise because the “launchers” who only invest money into the
marketing campaign needed to get their product out there, won’t be able to compete 
on quality of products with these guys who’ve been investing in their products for 
yeeeeears and years…

And just as the launchers hit rock bottom, these guys are going to stick their flags 
in at the top of the world, with the best products, the best customer service and the 
most loyal fans in the industry.“ - Andrew Hansen

We couldn’t agree more, Andrew. And we can’t wait!

Their Gimmick: I Am All You Need
 
Seems like gone are the days of Gurus in specialized fields that have spent time in 

the trenches honing their craft before turning around and sharing those principles of 
success with their audience. Now the common thing is to be ‘everything’ in the IM 
arena or to be promoting everything. And 80% of the time these promotions are not 
in line with what their audience wants, needs, or desires. They are not what’s in their 
best interest. They are simply selling whatever pays the most.

But this causes a few problems. One is that this dilutes the 
brand – it dilutes the Guru, what he stands for, and what 
he offers. If he is constantly, week after week,
pushing other people’s products (especially those that 
aren’t truly for the best of the audience), it takes away 
from him and his product – it waters it down. 

Which leads to the next problem – distraction. Less than 
15% of people who buy a product actually use it, much less 
master it. If you really feel your product can be of
immense benefit and have a profound positive effect in your 
audience’s lives, wouldn’t you want to make it as easy as 
possible for them to focus on just that product or system, 
so they could get the full impact and benefit of it?
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Of course you would!
But by pushing every new widget, every new ‘Make More Money Now’ program,

every secret loophole or backdoor out there, you are helping to distract your
audience and play a part in keeping them from ever completing the journey they 
started on – attaining their goals and dreams. 

You’re no different than carnival barkers yelling “Hey buy this now!”, “Go here and 
do this!”, “Step right up for the answer to everything!” Which way do they look? Who 
do they go to? Where do they turn?

You can bet if they feel distracted or unfulfilled, they’ll turn some of that frustration 
back onto the one throwing those distractions their way...you.

The Higher Path We Live By
 
Wouldn’t it be great to have a Guru that cared so 

much about their audience that they reached out to 
them and became a true teacher, an institution – one 
that keeps them on the right track and helps them 
follow through? Someone that’s more like a Mentor.

 
Imagine the possibilities if twice as many people 

actually followed through and implemented even 
just a small part of the valuable information
presented to them.  

Businesses would explode and dreams would be realized. While no one can make 
someone do something (they have to want it for themselves), we can definitely 
help to make it easier and faster. As marketers, aren’t we really teachers at the 
core? Isn’t that what teachers do?

 
Wouldn’t it make sense to only offer those specific products or services to your 

audience that are synergistic and will help them along in the place they are
currently in instead of just marketing the latest thing or whatever has the highest 
affiliate commission? 

Another big issue that ruffles our feathers is that while we 
know we will get sold to when we sign on to be a part of a 
Guru’s list, we also expect to get educated. We need to be 
fed – real juicy satisfying meat and potatoes. 

 
But so often, once a launch is over, we get put on the back 

burner or get year-old autoresponders until it’s time for 
another launch. Then these Gurus try to pass off their friends’ 
pre-launch content as actual educating, inspirational content, 
and think their lists will just hungrily eat it up. 

Their Gimmick: It’s Free Information, As Long As You Pay For It
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Jeff Walker, You Should Know Better!

Jeff Walker is a cornerstone amongst the
marketing elite – and has brought fantastic
innovations to the table. But in his PLF3 course 
(‘Launching Your List’ module, video #13) he
said something to the effect that back in 2003 
he spent a few hours and made a squeeze
page on Internet Marketing, in case he
wanted to later go back and dip into that
market. He created a year’s worth of 
autoresponders and set them to repeat. He 
then sheepishly confesses that he hasn’t 
touched it since. He refers to that list as an 
‘asset’ since it’s still getting 4 – 12 new sign 
ups every single day. Never mind the fact that 
those autoresponders are seven years old.

This just caught me the wrong way – and I’ll tell you why.

As such an influential teacher in the IM market, it was somewhat disturbing to hear 
such a flippant remark about not continuing a sincere relationship with the people 
that signed up on his list. That for the last 7 years he has only put old, out-dated 
autoresponders on repeat, hoping they won’t notice. 

But he admits someone did, and called him out on it – so he changed that one 
outdated reference and then set it back on track.

Wow, nothing like going the extra mile, Jeff.

Sure, Jeff’s busy. So are you and I. But keeping a list on autopilot for 7 years just to 
have some names to blast product launch pitches to - that seems below him. Come 
on Jeff, you know better. These are real people, not just assets. Would it kill you to at 
least update the content and make sure it’s still relevant – after all, Internet
Marketing changes every year. If they are worthy of getting your product launch 
notices, aren’t they worthy of your latest content?  

 

The Higher Path We Live By
 
In between those sales pitches of products and services (that we will tremendously    

benefit from, of course), we want some correspondence from you – something
personal. 

Send us that fresh and exciting content you teased us with – how to’s, aspirational      
stories, examples, additional methods of applying and implementing the techniques you 
have taught us and the products you have sold us. Ask for honest feedback,
answer some questions we have – see if we are missing something or are struggling 
with an aspect of your system.

Invest back into us with real attention and appreciation and you can bet we will 
gladly give back to you – in more ways than just our wallets.
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A Violent Wind
Bringing Evolution

Times are changing but often people choose 
to stay the same. They’ve gotten comfortable 
with their income, their status, their reputation, 
and their methods. They think, ‘why change?
If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it, right? But the 
problem with that mentality is that it breeds 
complacency. 

No drive to push the envelope, no reason to 
step it up and break new ground. No initiative 
to be innovative and change the way they do 
what they do to make our  wor ld  more
satisfying and rewarding.

But even that’s not the issue that most people 
are having with this whole Product Launch 
process – it ’s the fact that often these
emotional triggers are being pulled in a ‘sneaky’ 
covert way. It’s insincere, dishonest and
deceitful...and the market knows it - you know it.

How long do they expect to keep telling us their 
server crashed on Launch Day – EVERY Launch 
Day, year after year, Guru after Guru – before 
we get suspicious? Well, if you are like me...
you’ve been suspicious for quite a while now.

Is the cart 
always going to 
‘not work’ for
each launch?

This is why I believe “Launch Fatigue” is running rampant 
in the Internet Marketing  Community. Product Launches 
are nothing new. They’ve been around for
hundreds of years in a variety of ways. We see it every day 
for movies, books, new products, etc. The only difference 
with this ‘new’ packaging is the abuse by the top 
launchers out there - the lack of responsibility they are 
taking for its repercussions and its effect on people’s lives 
and their livelihoods.

Despite what the top launchers are saying, Product Launches which were once 
profitable beyond imagination in the Internet Marketing arena are now dwindling 
in success, even if only slightly and slowly. And they will continue to do so unless 
something changes. 
 

Everyone knows the patterns now – it’s 3 or 4 pieces of pre-launch content with the 
right emotional triggers to get the buyer quivering in anticipation, credit card in hand 
and their mouse over the refresh button. 

Despite what the top 
launchers are saying,

Product Launches which 
were once profitable
beyond imagination in
the Internet Marketing

arena are now
dwindling in success

Do they really send us the wrong link nearly every launch?

Is the cart always going to ‘not work’ for each launch?
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Their Secret In One Word...

They really only have 200 sets to sell of their product or are they saving them to         
‘re-launch’ in 4 weeks?

Did they really have 49 duplicate and declined orders so now they suddenly have 49 
available sets 10 days after launch day?

The thing is, it still works. And it may always work, to at least some degree. 

But just because it works, does it mean we should do it? Is it really the best 
practice? Can you honestly say it’s the best way to endear your fans to you and honor 
them in the highest way? Probably not.

It’s time to do something different.

Stop using the same opt-in pages, the same cut-and-paste emails, the same type 
of pre-launch content as everyone else. When we get an email from 20 Affiliates and 
only the Affiliate’s name and the bonuses are different, it cheapens the whole 
experience and we start to feel sold out - like we are on the receiving end of a lame 
late night infomercial for the latest must-have gadget of the week.

Internet Marketing
Gurus – making a
quick buck at the

expense of integrity
and moving on to

chase the next quick
buck without even a
backwards glance.

It’s become a pattern, not an experience.

Convince us your product is different and
valuable by being different and valuable. 

Marketing is an art, so why not make your 
marketing into a masterpiece – captivate us!

Change it up, but most of all, please please be 
sincere. You don’t think people see through it, but 
they do. You’re like the guy at a red light picking 
his nose...just because you’re inside a car doesn’t 
make you magically invisible.

People are watching.

Your fans are watching.

The cries of the people are getting louder – they’re rallying against the current M.O. 
of the Internet Marketing Gurus – making a quick buck at the expense of integrity 
and  moving on to chase the next quick buck without even a backwards glance. 

A Better Way
 

What we’re doing now isn’t working - there’s got to be a better way, right? There 
is...and some companies out there are already doing it and are positively thriving...

  What is their secret? In one word – Reciprocity.
 

The definition of reciprocity is ‘the reciprocal state or relationship; mutual action,         
dependence.’ It’s what the Golden Rule is based on – do to others what you want 
done to you. A childhood storybook principle most packed away along with their 
Legos and Lincoln Logs. 
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Do we need? What do our customers beg us for?

Value, pure and simple.
When you service a client or sell them a product, you’re providing value and dream     

fulfillment. But what is Value? In and of itself, value is an energy. It’s transferable and 
it increases and amplifies the more it’s exchanged. Value comes from what you do for 
your clients, but goes way beyond just what you offer them or what they pay for.
 

For example, when a person finally connects with what makes them truly happy 
inside, there is an emotional charge created, like a current. And if you, as a business, 
connect with that person and give them real value, then you tap into that current 
and it cycles through you and your business, as well. If you’re not in a business that 
is helping others grow and achieve their dreams, while giving them real value, then 
your business  has to pull energy from something or somewhere else to survive. And 
guess where that is? 

YOU. Which leaves you drained, stressed, sick, financially broke, and burned out. 
 

It should come from your clients. You give them something of extreme value – 
something that helps them grow and achieve their dreams – and in return they give 
you not only monetary compensation, but appreciation, gratitude, and good will. Not 
to mention referrals and great word-of-mouth! This all translates into a very powerful 
energy that comes from you, connects with them, and builds in power, then circles 
right back to you ten-fold. It feeds you and feeds your business. And it feeds your 
client. Reciprocity at it’s most powerful.

When a business helps others experience their 
dreams, the energy from that person is transferred 
to the business and will manifest in a powerful way. 
In essence, your clients will grow your business for 
you - word of mouth, repeat business, accelerated 
purchasing, upgrades, etc. The energy circle you 
and your clients create manifests in the form of
rapid growth and lasting success. 

Simply put, if it doesn’t truly further their growth, 
it won’t further your growth. And when we learn 
that our job is not to grow a successful business, 
but only to put in to place the necessary processes 
to handle the growth, that’s when we will grow,
expand, and succeed in ways we never dreamed 
possible.  And we will watch our clients do the same, 
right alongside us.

This may sound like a
utopian dream or an

alternate reality...

but it’s already
happening right here

and now.

Facebook is a great
example.

Puts doing business in a new perspective, right?

This may sound like a utopian dream or an alternate reality, but it’s already 
happening right here and now. Facebook is a great example.

Facebook currently has over 400 million active users and, as of this year, it stands 
to surpass a BILLION dollars in income. How’s that possible for a free service?
Because it provides value and growth for it’s clients. Facebook gives its people an 
experience – one of reaching out to lost friends, old flames, and loved ones, whether 
far away or right down the road...it’s a medium for connection, validation, 
acceptance, and community.
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It has actually changed people’s lives in powerful ways.

And this community is strong – so advertisers 
are happy to pay for the chance to be in front 
of this unique audience. This is a tri-fold value 
circle - the users get amazing value, the
advertisers get powerful response, and 
in return, Facebook earns millions of dollars in 
only a few short years. 

This is just one example of a company that 
provides superb value and personal growth 
to its consumers, and in return, those people 
make sure it grows and keeps growing by leaps 
and bounds.

And this is the key – when you start running your business this way, you create 
such momentum that your clients carry the weight of growing your business 
and actually start doing it for you! You barely have to lift a finger to keep it going. 
Happy, connected, and growing clients are the fastest, strongest, and most lasting 
way to build a successful business that will thrive in even the worst economy.

But we want to take it one step further. Where your business really takes off is not 
just when you sell a thing or a basic service that fills their base or immediate need, 
but with additional services, information, or support - above and beyond - that
provides the tools, steps,  leadership, and structure to help your customers 
implement what they get from you.

To do this, you must take the next step to realize what their higher dream is and 
find ways to fulfill it for them or get them as close to it as possible.
 

Let me give you another powerful (and humorous) example...

when you start running
your business this way,

you create such
momentum that your clients 
carry the weight of growing

your business
and actually start...

doing it for you!
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A Powerful Marketing Secret:
Dog Poop

This company trained their employees to actually 
pay attention to each pile of dog poo they scooped up 
and check it for anything unusual – worms,
foreign objects, bone fragments or pieces of wood, 
berries, styrofoam, etc. and promised us that they 
would let us know if they came across anything we 
should be concerned about.

As avid dog lovers we had a house full of them, and that meant a yard full of
doggie doo. Lots of it. Being busy people, we decided to hire a doggie waste removal 
company to help us out with the load. There were several really good companies in 
our area and all had competitive prices and lots of experience. But only one went 
beyond our base need for a pooper scooper and took it a step further to reach down 
deep and find what really mattered to us – our dogs’ happiness and health, and our 
peace of mind.

And to make it even better, they were aware of the toxic plants native to our area 
and would alert us if something was growing near enough for our dogs to have 
access to it. 

WOW. We were sold. And let me tell you, their value to us was worth so much more 
than the $80 a week we gave them....six months later they called us after they left 
our home to tell us they found evidence of roundworms and hookworms in some of 
the stool. We got all of our dogs checked and found that Chaser, our male golden 
retr iever puppy, had an infestation that was on the verge of becoming 
life-threatening. Had we not had their help, their  passion for exceeding what is called 
for, we may have had a tragic situation on our hands. 

But we caught it just in time and with some antibiotics and de-wormer, our baby 
boy was back to perfect health in no time.

And that scooper got a raise...from us. Every week we tipped him with cash, 
lemonade, and occasionally cookies! And we told everyone we came in contact with, 
whether they had dogs or not, about this service. And if we had not moved overseas 
we would still be with them 3 years later. After all, you can’t put a price tag on peace 
of mind.

Our baby boy
was back to  perfect 

health in
no time!
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It didn’t cost this company any more money to have their employees do this. It 
didn’t take these employees any additional time to keep an eye out for our dogs’ 
well-being.

The companies
that realize this

and learn to
harness the power
of technology for

this purpose
will transform

the world and make 
millions

The added value, concern and support, the
meeting of our base need and our deeper core need 
are exactly what we mean by giving more value 
than you charge for. This is where we are headed 
and what we should all strive to embody and
emulate. This is the future of business and those 
who don’t evolve will be left behind in the rubble.
 
Talk To Me...Please

Another thing that needs to change is the way 
communication is done.

As technology advances and people’s lives become 
more hectic, real one-on-one communication
between companies and their customers seems to 
slip through the cracks. 

Social Media, live chat, and texting has made interacting with other people almost       
instant, yet it has isolated us more than ever. The main reason is because people,       
especially businesses, have used technology as a way of escaping contact – they’ve 
structured themselves to cut out more and more human interaction. 

As a result, that reciprocal energy they would be giving to the client and getting 
back themselves is being severed.

This is a critical problem –
but it’s not technology that’s to blame.

It’s how we use it.

Technology’s ultimate purpose is not to further sever the communication between 
you and your client, but to enable a FASTER and more efficient way to connect to 
them. Use it to automate tasks that require little or no real human interaction or 
supervision so you have more time for both you and your clients; that way you can 
actually focus on what’s important here – the relationship. Real conversation and 
interaction.
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It’s all about developing a condition for a higher 
vibration. By higher vibration we mean simply 
living, thinking and functioning on a higher 
level – one where you care for others as well as 
yourself and you want to see others succeed as 
much as you want to succeed yourself.

These days people are used to thriving on a higher 
level than what most businesses are currently 
running on.They are used to interacting and 
sharing their lives, dreams, fears and special 
moments with family and friends through 
instant and more personal methods – phone, 
texting, chatting, and especially video.  If you 
want to really connect with your audience, 
you have to rise to their level of comfort when 
communicating.

We mean bringing back the occasional 
personal phone call to make sure they are       
understanding and applying what they have 
learned; see if they have any questions or 
suggestions on ways to improve your product 
or service. You do this and I guarantee you, 
they will be floored...absolutely impressed. 

The companies that realize this and learn to harness the power of technology for 
this purpose will transform the world and make millions doing it – they’ll be more 
efficient, exciting, and more enjoyable to do business with. And their clients will 
spread the word like wildfire. 

Of course you could always send a survey by email – it’s the 'thing' to do now and 
it does get good results if the customers are already on a friendly basis with 
the business – plus it’s fast, easy, and convenient for both sides.

But if you really want to increase the amount of positive and well-thought 
responses you get, try sending the survey after you’ve made a personal phone call 
– once you’ve already made a real human connection to them on a personal ‘friend’ 
level.

Just watch the difference that will make.
What if you don’t have time? Then make it quick – say something like “Hi Beth! This 
is Mark from the Widget Factory.  I only have a few minutes, but I wanted to touch 
base with you and make sure you got your Blue Polka Dot Widget and see how you 
like it. 

How did you apply it? I know you’re busy too, but I just wanted to see if you have 
any particular questions that I might can help you with in implementing your new      
widget. You do? What’s the biggest one and I’ll see if I can answer it right now. 
Great! Do you have any more? No problem! I have my assistant, Charlotte, on the 
line and she will write down your other questions so I can personally address them 
and get back to you with the answers!”

Technology’s ultimate
purpose is not to further 

sever the communication
between you and your
client, but to enable a 

FASTER and more
efficient way to connect

to them
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We’re talking maybe 10 to 15 minutes of your time per client. But the impact would 
be beyond measure. The thought, the care, the energy, and the value would be 
outstanding.

We’re not talking about a 2 hour coaching call. We’re just suggesting a brief, 
human one-on-one interaction to connect with your clients in the same way they 
connect with their loved ones.  This will begin to endear them to you in a much more 
personal and similar way. And the same will happen to you. You’ll start to see them 
as real people, with real lives, fears, dreams, and goals – just like you – and you’ll 
learn about what they need, what they want, and how you can help be a part of them 
achieving those dreams.

You’ll no longer see them as merely organic ATMs to    
withdraw from whenever you want to pursue another 

one of your dreams.

This is when business will change. This is how - It has to come from the heart. 
We’re not talking mushy new age stuff here, we’re talking about realizing that we are 
all connected and that we all recycle and amplify the energy that connects us when 
we physically and emotionally interact with each other.

They’re losing clients, money, and the energy and passion that fuels their business. 
They’re operating on the lowest possible energy frequency – like a searchlight trying 
to run on a drained battery. It’s not going to produce the amount of powerful light 
needed to find that lost child in the woods at night. It’s barely going to light 2 steps 
in front of you! 

When you force your clients to interact with you on a level that’s lower than they 
interact with their loved ones, it’s a drain on  them (and you), and they immediately 
put you in a box with all the other businesses they dread dealing with. Eventually 
they’ll shut you out completely. And that’s a loss that doesn’t need to happen, whether 
you’re a Guru, an  Affiliate, or the average business owner.

We must decide
for ourselves to not
be seduced by the
latest shiny new
widget unless it’s

something that we
can apply right this

minute in our
business for

immediate benefit
and effect.

Talking is only one way – you can send them real 
mail, honest-to-goodness ‘stuff’ in their mailbox.

Direct Mail is still one of the cheapest and most 
impactful ways to really connect and build a 
relationship when it’s done right. Not just junk mail 
and sales letters, but real content, real information 
they are hungry for – and because you’ve talked to 
them on a personal level and gotten detailed
feedback from them, you’ll know just what they 
need right now and  how much it will help them in 
achieving their goals.

Businesses aren’t taking that extra step – they 
aren’t going out of their way to really connect to 
the heart of their customers – and because of this, 
many are crumbling.
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Should I or Shouldn't I:
A Product Launch Decision List
Before you take a single step towards purchasing any business/marketing material 

from anyone - ask yourself these questions and be “honest”:

What people often forget is that most systems take time and money to implement, 
so if they spend their last dime on a promise of immediate cash flow, they can 
quickly find themselves in a really uncomfortable place - or worse, in complete and 
utter financial ruin.

And that’s the last place you want to be when your family or employees are 
counting on you. We’re not saying to never take risks, but smart entrepreneurs take 
calculated risks, and that’s a totally different thing altogether.

Buyers Aren’t Off The Hook On This One

Now that we have pointed the finger at the Gurus and Affiliates, challenging them 
to look deep into their hearts for the real reason they do what they do, let’s turn the 
finger back on to us as buyers. We’re not blame-free here either, not by a long shot.

Businesses aren’t
taking that extra
step – they aren’t
going out of their

way to really connect
to the heart of their

customers – and
because of this,

many are crumbling.

We have a responsibility to make sensible decisions 
for ourselves. As business owners, we should 
already have a set plan in place to make our
business grow and we should know what steps to take 
to get there. This inc ludes the mater ia ls,
services and methods we feel will make it faster and 
easier to get to our goals, and what is synergistic and 
complementary to our business and our values.

We, must decide for ourselves to not be seduced by 
the latest shiny new widget unless it’s something 
that we can apply right this minute in our business 
for immediate benefit and effect.
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But what about those rare “Secrets” that claim to be 
FREE and quick to implement, such as Loopholes/Back 

Doors?
The problem with those “Secret” Loopholes/Back Doors is the Gurus sell so many 

courses that thousands of people start using and abusing them. Often in just a
matter of days or weeks the loophole is fixed - it no longer works.

And yes, you better have a plan. Without one you are lost and easy prey...It’s like    
walking around with a big bullseye on your back. And forehead. And chest...you get 
the point.

The Revolution Starts With You...
 

So now you’re out valuable money and time, 
with a useless course on your hands and a huge 
hole in your pocket. And most gurus KNOW this 
– they aren’t stupid, so they cash in on it while 
they can, before the opportunity is gone, and 
leave you holding the bag.

When it comes to building a long-lasting 
self-sustaining business, the tried and true 
methods of  p lanning for the long term
(instead of the quick buck) are the ones that 
will take you to where you dream of going – if 
you just stick to your plan and stay focused on 
the dream!

So assuming you have a plan to achieve your 
financial goals and life dreams the next time a 
Product Launch comes your way, just ask 
yourself those 3 simple questions above before 
you even think about buying anything. 
 

Just remember to stick to...your plan - don’t 
get distracted by every shiny bauble along the 
way, and you’ll find success is much easier and 
closer than you ever thought possible.
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The Change is coming
And it's coming soon...

You can't stop it...
You can't beat it...

Are you in?

Are you going to be one of the entrepreneurs, one of the affiliates, one of the gurus 
that stand on the front line and help to usher in this new way of thinking and doing 
business? Or are you going to be one of the those that refuse to change and sink with 
the ship as it goes down in flames?

What it comes down to is becoming more than just a place where people buy 
proucts or services... it’s about becoming an institution of growth and value. Being a 
leader that shows the way by example and makes a powerful difference in the lives 
of everyone it ouches.

If you are sick and tired of the way businesses are run, of being called a “herd” 
of sheeple, and thought of as an organic ATM... then it’s time to stand up and be 
counted.

Take a stand.

Look in the mirror and make the change in yourself and expect the people you do 
business with to do the same. Hold yourself, and them, to higher expectations and 
standards and be a part of this world-changing revolution.

But you can choose to be one of the Leaders that usher in the new wave of 
commerce, business and spirituality that this next era brings with it.

The Revolution is already underway and the momentum is 
building behind companies with a focus on fulfilling the
desires and exceeding the expectations of their market 
without robbing them blind.

When you put the focus of your business on what you can
give and do for your clients to help them fulfill their dreams, 
reach their goals, get real value and experience growth in 
ways they would never expect from a business, then not 
only do you have clients loyal to their death to you, but you 
start a chain reaction of growth for your business that you 
won’t be able to stop.

Think avalanche from the top of Mt. Everest kind of reaction...

Damien O'Riley
Business Growth Strategist & Success Crusader


